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Observation of Moving Dislocation Kinks and Unpinning
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Atomic resolution electron microscopy has been used to obtain images of moving dislocation kinks
on partial dislocations at 600±C in silicon. Video difference images are used to obtain direct estimates
of kink velocity. Observations of kink delay at obstacles, thought to be oxygen atoms at the dislocation
core, yield unpinning energies and parameters of the obstacle theory of kink motion. The kink formation
energy is obtained from the distribution of kink pair separations in low-dose images and is compared to
the kink migration energy. Unlike metals, kink migration rather than formation controls the velocity of
unobstructed dislocations in silicon under these experimental conditions. [S0031-9007(96)01391-9]

PACS numbers: 61.72.Lk, 62.20.Fe, 73.61.Cw
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It has been known for many years that the strength
ductile material is controlled by the motion of disloca
tions on the most densely packed glide planes of a crys
Dislocation motion results if thermal fluctuations throw
segment of line forward, generating kink pairs, which a
driven apart along the line by the application of an exter
stress. In silicon, the low energy Peierls valleys and d
locations run alongk110l, dislocations are dissociated, an
kinks are narrow due to the high Peierls stress [Fig. 1(
Because of this high stress, unlike metals, semicond
tors become ductile only at an appreciable fraction of th
melting point. Thus the fundamental atomic proces
which control the mechanical properties of ductile mat
are double kink nucleation and stress-assisted growth a
a secondary Peierls potential. Evidence for the existe
of kinks (from techniques such as pulse deformation,
ternal friction, weak-beam electron microscopy, and sp
troscopy) is indirect and it remains uncertain whether
double kink nucleation free energy2Fk, the migration free
energyWm, or kink obstacles control dislocation motion i
semiconductors. In this Letter we address these quest
using atomic resolution transmission electron microsco
(TEM) and present the first images of moving and statio
ary dislocation kinks, from which we obtain values of th
kink formation, mobility, and unpinning energies.
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The most successful theory of dislocation motion
considers the nucleation of double kinks (with sepa
tion x) and their diffusion and drift under an extern
stress s by one-dimensional analogy with classic
steady-state nucleation theory for particles of sizex.
Then the equilibrium distribution of kink separation
(constrained to zero kink current) per unit length of line

ccsxd  a22 expf2FsxdykT g , (1)

with dimensionsL22 [1]. Here a is the reconstructed
period along the line, and the free energy of kink-p
formation in the presence of the large stresses used in
experiments is [2]

Fsxd  2Fk 2 mb2h2y8px 2 sbhx , (2)

where h is the kink height andm the shear modulus
The second term represents the attractive kink-kink st
interaction (tending to annihilate by recombination ki
pair embryos less than the critical separationxp) while the
last term describes the external stress which drives k
apart. The kink velocity for a dislocation with Burge
vectorb is

yk 
sbhnDa2

kT
exps2WmykT d 

sbh
2kT

Dp , (3)
s
on
FIG. 1. (a) Experimental geometry. Stacking fault ons111d separating 30± and 90± partial dislocation lines, with Peierls valley
along [011] and kink pairK, K 0 shown. By running together (as in Fig. 2) these kinks advance the dislocation line in directiV ,
resulting in the elimination of the “bulge” in the 90± segment. (In Fig. 3 they run apart.) (b) Side view, alongf422g, indicating
“forbidden” beams generated by SF and bulk (220) beams. Shaded strip is normal to beam.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4031
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FIG. 2. (a) Difference between filtered video images of
moving 90± partial dislocation in silicon at 600±C, viewed
along [111]. Dark strip is SF three Peierls valleys wid
(0.99 nm), eliminated by passage of several kinks. Inset sho
experimental SF image for scale. (b) Similar for 90± partial
segment, one Peierls valley wide.

wherenD is the Debye frequencys1.3 3 1013 sec21d, Dp

the double kink diffusion coefficient, andWm  Um 2

TSm the free energy of kink migration (similarlyFk 
Uk 2 TSk). Theoreticians compute internal energiesUm

(the sum of elastic and core energies); experiments m
sure eitherWm or Um. Our Um values assume [3]
Sks90±d  0.5k andSms90±d  5k. The net double kink
nucleation rate isJ  DpC0sxpdy2x0, with x0  kTysbh
and the dislocation velocityV  2hsJykd1y2 if the dis-
location segment length is larger than the kink me
free path l. Then V depends exponentially onQ 
Fk 1 Wm. Other theories have assumed a kink velo
ity limited by obstacles such as antiphase defects or po
defects [4–6]. Theoretical values ofWm, Fk exist [7,8];
experimental work is summarized in [9].

Our float-zone (FZ), P-doped Si samples were prepa
by two-stage compression along [213] with final rap
cooling from 420±C under high stress [10]. Differen
mobilities leave the 30± and 90± partials ons111d sepa-
rated by a ribbon of stacking fault (SF) of nonequilibriu
width d. The shear stresss in the direction of the partial
Burgers vectorb can then be determined ifd is known
usings  sg 2 Ayddyb, where the stacking fault energ
g  0.058 J m22 for Si and A  3.36 3 10210 Nym.
The force perpendicular to the line is thensb per unit
length. Our experiments consisted of (A) TEM vide
recordings at 600±C and 0.3 nm spatial resolution of th
4032
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FIG. 3. TEM image of dissociated 60± dislocation in silicon
after relaxation. Diagonal band of regular dots are s
membered rings in the stacking fault layer separating 30± and
90± partial dislocation lines. Black lines run along cores
the two partial dislocations. Fine white line shows typic
alternative boundary used to estimate error in counting kink

relaxation process whereby the partials move under kn
stress from their quenched to equilibrium positions. Th
experiments are affected by radiation enhanced disloca
glide (REDG [11]) due to beam-induced electron-h
recombination at kinks, but are less affected by atom
scale roughness on surfaces since successive video im
(in which only kinks move) were subtracted. (B) Low
dose still images (film and image plates) of SF and part
before and after heating (with the electron beam off)
130±C for relaxation. Video images were used to meas
kink velocities and observe pinning; still images ga
estimates of kink separations, yieldingFk using Eqs. (1)
and (2).

Figure 1(b) shows the imaging conditions used [1
The 130 kV TEM electron beam runs normal to the r
bon of s111d SF separating the 90± and 30± partial dislo-
cations [Fig. 1(b)]. The SF plane generates sixk422ly3
Bragg beams within the SF ribbon and not elsewhere,
only these are used to form the images. These be
are forbidden by symmetry in the three-dimensional (
faulted) diamond structure. Thed spacing for the plane
is d422  h  0.33 nm, or one Peierls valley wide. Thes
valleys run along thek011l tunnels in the diamond struc
ture, orthogonal tos422dy3. Electron microdiffraction pat-
terns show these strong “forbidden” beams [12]. Unl
small surface islands, the extended translational sym
try of the SF fault plane generates sharp reflections.
a monatomic surface island grows, diffuse elastic sca
ing concentrates into peaks around the forbidden reflec
positions, which are absent for a thin slab of3n double
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layers not containing a SF. Computed dynamical diffr
tion patterns from SFs have been published for vary
degrees of surface roughness, together with simul
TEM images of kinks [13]. Video rate images of se
eral 60± dislocation segments dissociated into 30± and 90±

partials were recorded at 600±C. Consistent with the ear
lier finding that 90± partials are more mobile than 30± par-
tials [9], motion (on the atomic scale) was confined to
90± partial and still images consistently showed a hig
kink density on the 90± partial than on the 30± partial.
(Mobility also depends on which partial is leading [9
Correlated kink nucleation on both partials was not
served. Figure 2(a) shows the difference between vi
frames recorded before and after motion of a90±y30±

dislocation at600 6 10 ±C. The SF is narrowing toward
equilibrium by motion of the 90± partial alone. Cross cor
relation between stationary regions was used to align
cessive frames. The dark region is a thin strip of SF on
90± partial, whose width measured normal to the dislo
tion line is three Peierls valleyss3d422  0.99 nmd. This
strip has been eliminated by the passage of several k
moving parallel toVk as shown in Fig. 1(a). The kink
encounter obstacles atK andK 0. Figure 2(b) shows the
collapse of a segment of SF whose width is one Peierls
ley (0.33 nm) wide. A study of individual frames show
that the motion spans several 33 ms frames, so that
per and lower limits on the kink transit time can be ma
with an error of one frame. A typical single-width segme
L  11.7 nm long gave a velocity of205 6 111 nmysec
at 600±C. The stresss  108.5 6 7.5 MPa was obtained
from the total SF width of9.95 6 0.5 nm. From the
waiting times t  n

21
D expsEuykT d at obstacles, unpin

ning energiesEu may also be obtained—the average
two single-width cases gaveEu  2.4 6 0.04 eV. Ap-
plying the obstacle theory of kink motion [4–6] we obta
a velocityy

0
k  LnD exps2EuykTd  2.4 nmysec for the

average velocity of kinks encountering many obstac
A comparison with the instantaneous kink velocity
205 nmysec shows that the transit time is short compa
with the waiting time, as assumed in obstacle theor
Several experimentally indistinguishable mechanisms m
be responsible—in particular, we cannot distinguish sin
kink unpinning at one end of the segmentK from homoge-
neous double kink nucleation at midsegment followed
outward propagation to obstaclesK , K 0 at the ends of the
segment. Since extended defects are not seen at co
still images at atomic resolution, the obstacles are likel
be dragging points which move forward with the line. W
now consider their origin.

During the 800±C first stage of deformation, disloca
tions getter the Ps2 3 1013 cm23d, O s,1016d, and C
s,1016d impurities in our FZ sample. Carbon is know
to be ineffective in dislocation pinning [14] and vacanc
and interstitials have much larger values ofL, as does P
(although strongly pinning) due to its low diffusion ra
[15]. We find no evidence (at 0.27 nm resolution) for t
O or P complexes previously proposed as pinning cen
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[16,17]. The impurity with highest concentration is oxy
gen, whose pinning effect has been studied extensiv
by x-ray topography in samples with controlled conce
trations [18], suggestingL  14.0 nm and an unpinning
energy of about 3 eV at high temperature. Electro
structure cluster calculations for likely structures sugg
[19] that a single oxygen atom on the most stretched bo
around the antiphase defect (soliton) can explain this
sult. The concentration and unpinning energy (rele
rate) of this defect are in rough agreement with out o
servations; however, beam-induced pinning effects m
be considered. Previous work [20–22] suggests that
beam has two effects: the introduction of strong p
ning centers at energies above the threshold for balli
knock-on damages,140 kVd and the enhanced diffu
sion of kinks (REDG) and impurities by beam-induce
electron-hole pair recombination [23]. The first effect w
minimized by reducing the beam energy until, at 130 k
(where all this work was done), the concentration of
solvable beam-induced defects was found to be negligi
The second effect depends on the intensity and expo
time. The spacing of our obstacles is consistent with
“garland” and “cusp” features seen on 90± partials in pre-
vious work, thought to be due to recombination enhanc
diffusion of impurities from thin foil surfaces to dislo
cations [24], not seen in unirradiated samples. Impu
ties may create a soliton-antisoliton pair at a reconstruc
core which may then nucleate oxide precipitates [25].
summary, we speculate that our 2.4 eV unpinning ene
is due to oxygen at antiphase defects, affected in so
way by irradiation.

Still images were also recorded on video and film o
30±y90± dislocation under low-dose conditions (to avo
the introduction of pinning centers), both before and
ter annealing (with the beam off) at 130±C (below the
kink nucleation temperature) for 15 min. Figure 3 sho
a typical image, in which the partials have moved ap
toward their equilibrium separation of 5.8 nm. (Unlik
90±y30± dislocations and screws, the30±y90± contracts
during the initial deformation due to lattice friction [9].
Image calculations [12] show that the bright diagon
band of regularly spaced dots is a lattice image of
double layer of atoms which form the stacking fault plan
Pairs of atoms appear as a single dark spot, bright s
are centered on the six-fold rings of a single double lay
The borders of this band of regular dots form the p
tial dislocation cores, as shown. The white scale lin
indicate one Peierls valley, 0.33 nm wide, and the av
age stacking fault width corresponds to a stress on
partials of 275 MPa. Although the accurate determin
tion of kink density is complicated by the effects of su
face roughness, the higher density on one partial (s
also in larger fields of view [26,27] and in many differe
cases) suggests that surface effects are not dominant
addition, monatomic surface islands are not seen o
side the stacking fault—these would produce similar (b
lower) contrast to the stacking fault. Kinks smaller th
4033
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the critical separationxp  0.81 nm are evidently due
to surface roughness. Figure 3 shows how the error
kink density was estimated. SinceV  2hcyk, these
images may be used to estimateWm from the kink den-
sity c and distanceDs the partial dislocation moves, us
ing Ds  2chDy, whereDy is the mean distance a kink
moves in timeDt. Using DyyDt  yk in Eq. (3) yields
Wm  1.24 6 0.07 eV sUm  1.55 eVd.

The kink formation energyFk may be estimated by
measuring the distribution of kink-pair separations in u
relaxed images (see [1] for details). Table I shows t
distribution of kink-pair separations. From this,csxd (di-
mensionsL22), the unconstrained number of kink pair
with separation betweenx andx 1 dx per unit length of
dislocation may be obtained. The critical separation
the saddle point isxp  smbhy8psd1y2  0.81 nm. Ex-
trapolation from Table I givescsxpd  8.9 3 107 m22,
which, from Zeldovich [28] is half the constrained valu
c0sxpd. Using Eq. (1) witha  0.384 nm, T  420 ±C
gives Fsxpd  1.455 eV, so that, from Eq. (2),Fk 
0.5fFsxpd 1 smsb3h3y2pd1y2g  0.727 6 0.15 eV sUk 
0.74 eVd. This may refer either to a reconstructed kink
to a kink associated with a soliton [29].

Measurements on the 30± partial give approximately
one-third the kink density of the 90±. Thus we find
Fks30d  0.797 6 0.15 eV. Our value ofWm  1.24 eV
may be compared with recentab initio local density ap-
proximation calculations, which give 1.8 eV [30], and
consistent with recentab initio calculations [31] favor-
ing reconstruction of the 90± core, which clears the band
gap of deep states. Our value is consistent with valu
of 1.0–1.2 eV measured previously [20,24]. Our fin
ing thatFk  0.727 eV may be compared with measure
ments by other methods which fall in the range 0.4
1.1 eV [7,32], and with calculations giving 0.1 eV [30
based on a hydrogen terminated cluster for the smal
kink pair, with elastic interactions dominating. (Thes
authors comment that their method may underestim
Fk .) For segments much longer than the kink mean fr
path we thus obtainQ  Fk 1 Wm  0.727 1 1.24 
1.97 6 0.2 eV. Since Fk , Wm, we find that, unlike
metals, kink mobility rather than formation is the rate
limiting step controlling the motion of free dislocation
in silicon. Since we cannot demonstrate the absence
widely spaced or unresolvable obstacles in unirradia
material, this work cannot distinguish the obstacle [4] a
secondary Peierls-valley [1] theories of kink motion.
irradiated material, unpinning of kinks at obstacles is d

TABLE I. The measured number of kink pairsN with sepa-
rations x  ma (m integer, a  0.384 nm core period) for a
90± partial dislocation in silicon.

N m x (nm)

3 4 1.5
2 5 1.9
2 6 2.3
4034
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of the obstacle theory.
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